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Abstract— In the growing era of technology, the need for 

improved Human Computer Interaction has increased. 

Today very important developing area concerns remote 

monitoring of elderly and ill people. Gender Driven 

Emotion Recognition (GDER) system allows us to 

recognize a person’s emotional state through his speech 

signals. GDER system intends to improve the interaction 

between Human and Computer thus allowing effective 

intelligent interaction. The system recognizes emotions with 

increased performance when prior knowledge of speaker’s 

gender is provided. The system works in two phases – In the 

first phase the speaker’s gender is recognized and in the 

second phase speaker’s emotions are detected. The system is 

able to recognize four human emotions – Happiness, 

Sadness, Anger and Neutral. In future, development in the 

proposed GDER system may include its implementation 

over smart home, smart offices and smart devices. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Emotion recognition through speech is an active research 

topic in the field of Human Computer Interaction. As 

machines are becoming an integral part of our daily lives, it 

is becoming very important to make machines smart so as to 

reduce human efforts. The major part of making machines 

smart is to improve the interface between Humans and 

computers. A computer needs to be smart enough to 

understand the environment and act accordingly. 

Gender Driven Emotion Recognition (GDER) 

system is a smart system which understands speaker’s 

emotions through its speech signals. Speech is a powerful 

mode to communicate and interact with one another. Thus 

for growth in the field of HCI it is important that computers 

could understand human emotions and speech.  

In recent years, ample of research has been done to 

recognize human emotions through his speech signals 

[1],[2]. Many of the classification methods include Hidden 

Markov Model (HMM), Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), 

Neural Networks, Maximum Likehood Bayesian classifier 

(MLC), Kernal Regression and k-nearest neighbour and 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) [3],[4]. Many of the speech 

features which are useful for extracting emotion information 

are energy, pitch frequency, formant frequency, Linear 

Predictive coefficients (LPC), Linear Prediction Ceptrum 

Coefficient (LPCC) and Mel-Frequency Ceptrum 

Coefficients (MFCC). Many speech databases are built for 

research work to recognize emotion through speech signals. 

Some of the well known databases are Berlin Emotional 

Speech (BES), Danish Emotional Speech (DES), Belfast 

Database and Expressive Speech Database (CREST-ESP). 

GDER system proposes use of Support Vector Machine for 

classification of gender as well as emotion. SVM is a 

supervised learning algorithm used to build a model that can 

analyze data and recognize patterns. SVM is used for 

classification and regression purpose. Based on the input 

speech, the SVM classifier first classifies speaker as “Male” 

or “Female”. Once the gender is recognized, the SVM 

classifier then aims on recognizing emotion based on its 

gender. An N-dimensional hyperplane is constructed by the 

SVM classifier that categorizes data into respective classes. 

A linear or non linear surface separates the dataset in the 

input feature space thus classifying the given dataset into 

various categories.  

A Berlin Emotional Speech (BES) database [5] is 

used for feature extraction and training the SVM classifier. 

The recording of the database took place in the anechoic 

chamber of the technical University Berlin, department of 

Technical Acoustics. The database contains about 500 

utterances spoken by actors in happy, angry, anxious, 

fearful, bored and disgusted way as well as in a neutral way. 

There are utterances from ten different actors and ten 

different texts.   

In this paper, section II describes previous research 

work carried out related to Speech Emotion Recognition. 

Section III describes System Architecture of GDER system. 

It explains all system modules like Feature Extraction 

(Pitch, Frequency, Energy, MFCC, MEDC), Feature 

Labeling and Classification using SVM. In section IV the 

various applications of GDER system are mentioned. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Android phone is something which is very demanding now 

days and is gaining moment. Many techniques are being 

invented in recent years related to mobile computing for 

establishing an effective human-computer interaction. The 

scientist studying effective computing [2],[3] can classify 

users’ different emotions using various techniques. 

Some similar work has been conducted related to 

recognizing different human emotions [4], [6] in which Mel 

Frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCC) and Mel Energy 

Spectrum Dynamic Coefficients (MEDC) features were 

extracted from speech utterance. Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) is used for the classification. A system for detection 

of human emotions based on the acoustic features like pitch, 

energy etc. was proposed [7]. The system used the 

traditional MFCC approach and then used nearest neighbor 

algorithm for the classification. 

A Speech based emotion recognition system [8] 

that could recognize person’s emotion was developed using 

a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). A system to recognize 

people emotions was proposed [9], [11] composed of two 

sub-systems, Gender Recognition (GR) and Emotion 

Recognition (ER).  SVM and Principle Component Analysis 

(PCA) [9] is used and the spectral & prosodic features were 

extracted [11].  

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

GDER system aims to recognize speaker’s gender first and 

based on the analyzed gender the speaker’s emotion is 

identified.  SVM classifier model is shown in figure 1. 

GDER system is made up of two subsystems:  Gender 

recognition subsystem and Emotion recognition subsystem. 

Speech features like pitch frequency and energy are used to 
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identify gender. Other speech features like MFCC [6], [7] 

and MEDC [8] are used for emotion recognition purpose. 

 
Fig. 1: SVM Classifier Model 

A. Feature Extraction 

In order to detect Gender and Emotion from Speech Signals, 

some speech features are to be extracted such as pitch, 

energy, frequency and some spectrum features like Mel 

Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) [6],[7] and Mel 

Energy spectrum Dynamic coefficients (MEDC) [8] need to 

be extracted. 

The features such as pitch and frequency are used 

to detect speaker’s gender. The other features like MFCC, 

MEDC and energy are used for emotion detection. 

 
Fig. 2: MFCC Extraction 

1) Mfcc Feature Extraction [9] 

a) Preprocessing 

The continuous speech signal is sampled at sampling 

frequency. The first stage in MFCC feature extraction is 

boosting the amount of energy in the high frequencies. The 

filter is used for doing this pre emphasis. 

b) Framing 

It is a process for segmenting the speech samples obtained 

by analog to digital converter (ADC), into small frames with 

the time length in the range of 20-40 ms. Framing is also 

useful to enable the speech signals which are non stationary 

to be segmented into quasi-stationary frames, and enables 

Fourier Transformation of speech signal. As speech signal is 

known to exhibit quasi stationary behaviour within the short 

time period of 20-40 ms, framing is to be done. 

c) Windowing 

Windowing step is essential so as to window each individual 

frame, in order to minimize the discontinuities in the signal 

at the beginning and end of each frame. 

d) FFT 

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm is used for 

evaluating the frequency spectrum of speech. FFT converts 

all frames of N samples from the time domain to the 

frequency domain. 

e) Mel Filterbank and Frequency wrapping 

The mel filterbank consists of overlapping triangular filters 

with the cutoff frequencies determined by the centre 

frequencies of the two adjacent filters. The filters have 

centre frequencies that are linearly spaced and fixed 

bandwidth on the mel scale. 

f) Take Logarithm 

As logarithm has the privilege of changing multiplication 

into addition and division into subtraction. This step 

converts the multiplication of the magnitude in the Fourier 

transform into addition of the magnitude. 

g) Take Discrete Cosine Transform 

This step is used to orthogonalise the filter energy vectors. 

Because of this orthogonalization step, the compacted 

information of the filter energy vector is put into the first 

number of components and shortens the vector to number of 

components. 

 
Fig. 3: MEDC Extraction 

2) Medc Feature Extraction [9] 

Another feature Mel Energy spectrum Dynamic coefficients 

(MEDC) is extracted as follows: the magnitude spectrum of 

each speech utterance is estimated using FFT, then input to a 

bank of 12 filters equally spaced on the Mel frequency scale. 

The logarithm mean energies of the filter outputs are 

calculated En(i), i= 1.....N. Then, the differences of En(i) are 

calculated. The MEDC feature extraction process contains 

following steps: 

1) Preprocessing, Framing, Windowing, FFT and Mel 

filterbank and Frequency wrapping processes of MEDC 

feature extraction are alike MFCC feature extraction. 

2) Take logarithmic mean of energies: In this process a 

mean log of every filter energies is calculated. Energy 

of individual filter in a filterbank is represented by this 

mean value. 

3) Compute 1st and 2nd difference: The final Mel energy 

spectrum dynamics coefficients are then obtained by 

combining the differences of filter energies. 

B. Feature Labelling 

In Feature labelling, the extracted features are stored in a 

database with its class label. Each feature is associated with 

a class label e.g. angry, happy, sad and neutral. First we will 

train the SVM classifier to classify gender and different 

emotions. After training the classifier, actual speech input is 

given for processing. 

C. Gender Recognition Subsystem 

Different kinds of classifiers are used to classify speaker 

gender by extracting various features. For example, 

Continuous Density Hidden Markov Model, Gaussian 

Mixture Model, Neural Networks, Support Vector Machine. 

GDER system proposes use of SVM classifier for 

classification purpose of both Gender as well as Emotion. 

Pitch is the most frequently used feature since it is 

distinctive trait of a speaker’s gender [10]. The proposed 

Gender Recognition system is designed to distinguish male 

speaker from a female speaker. Gender recognition mainly 

focuses on pitch values of speaker’s speech. Pitch is usually 

defined as the rate of vibration of vocal folds. Male speakers 

on an average have lower pitch values than female speakers 

because male vocal folds are longer and thicker as compared 

to female ones. The Probability Density Function (PDF) 

[10] of the pitch of given speech signal is estimated.  Many 

pitch estimation algorithms have been proposed in past 

years involving both time and frequency domain analysis. A 

good method based on auto correlation has been suggested 
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because of its good applicability to voice and ease of 

implementation [10]. 

D. Emotion Recognition Subsystem 

The Emotion Recognition (ER) subsystem is based on two 

inputs: the features extracted by the Features Extraction 

Block and the recognized speaker gender provided by the 

Gender Recognition subsystem. 

Now with a set of features available with us we can 

use classifiers to detect gender and to distinguish between 

the different emotional states. First we will train the SVM 

classifier. The SVM classifier for gender detection is trained 

by giving different speech inputs in order to classify the user 

as “Male” or “Female”. Then the SVM classifier for 

emotion recognition is trained by giving some inputs of 

different emotional states. The process of SVM training 

contains labelling of extracted features and training SVM. In 

the training process, the extracted features are assigned to a 

class label. The SVM is trained according to this labelled 

feature. The SVM kernel functions are used in the training 

process of SVM. 

The goal of SVM modelling is to determine 

1) The optimal hyperplane that separates clusters (of 

vector) so that it separates one class of the target 

variable from the other category of variables. The 

vectors near the hyperplane are support vectors. 

2) The support vectors are determined so that they 

separate two classes optimally. 

SVM can handle more than two categories[16]. At 

a time, two categories are handled, one category and rest 

data together, this can be done n times to handle n 

categories. To make a classifier learn, a function exists as: 

y =ƒ(x,α), where x is the input, y is the class and α are 

parameters of functions. 

For linear classifiers, the function for hyperplane is 

given as: 

ƒ(x,{w,b}) = sign (w·x + b), where w is normal to the 

hyperplane. 

So the points which will lie on the hyperplane will satisfy 

the following equation, 

w·x + b = 0 

Whereas, for the support vectors, the equation will be, 

w·x + b = ±1 

So, xᵢ would be a positive sample belonging to a particular 

class of emotion that would have  

w·xᵢ + b ≥ 1, 

Whereas, negative sample would be, 

w·xᵢ + b ≤−1 

Now, to determine the maximising hyperplane boundary, 

w = Ʃᵢ αᵢyᵢxᵢ and b = yᵢ − wxᵢ 

where αᵢ is a learned function and xᵢ is a support vector. 

Here, the decision boundary is given as, 

w·x + b = Ʃᵢ αᵢyᵢxᵢ · x + b 

Though SVM is a binary classifier, but it can also 

be used as multiclass classifier [9]. The main idea is to 

transform the original input set into a high dimensional 

feature space by using a kernel function and, then, to 

achieve optimum classification in this new feature space, 

where a clear separation among features obtained by the 

optimal placement of a separation hyperplane under the 

precondition of linear separability [10]. 

IV. APPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSION 

Emotion recognition is an active research topic in the field 

of Human Computer Interaction (HCI). It finds its 

applications in various areas such as Health care, E-learning, 

Rehabilitation and Counselling. GDER system can be 

implemented in car dash boards where mental state of the 

driver can be monitored and accordingly actions can be 

taken to initiate his/her safety. This system can also be used 

to monitor health of elderly or ill people. Their feelings 

regarding the treatment can be identified. In call centre 

system, customers’ mood can be detected and their 

dissatisfaction can be recognized. In E-learning field, 

students and teachers are usually separated in the space and 

time. In such cases students’ emotional state can be timely 

monitored with GDER system and accordingly appropriate 

learning method can be applied.  

The field of emotion recognition from speech 

signals has been gaining interest during recent years. With 

improvement in HCI technology, the GDER system finds its 

application in various areas of human life thus proving boon 

to mankind.  
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